Mapping facies is very desirable for hydrocarbon field planning and forecasting. Yet inversion of true-amplitude imaged seismic data for rock and fluid lithotypes is a difficult inverse problem, even with convivial assumptions about the character of migrated seismic data. Since seismic data typically contain no information in certain frequency bands, Bayesian or equivalent priors must be introduced, and this missing information is partly supplied by the discrete spatial distribution of facies. The need to work with facies, or mixtures of rock-property distributions, induces unpleasant nonconvexity in the inversion objective. This raises at least two major challenges: (i) sensitivity of any inversions to model (parameter) misspecification in the Bayesian prior distributions, and (ii) adequate globally-optimal inversions from the models thus specified.
Introduction
Despite considerable advances in seismic inversion and migration technology in recent decades, seismic acquisition techniques and processing are still unable to supply all the information needed to infer rock-properties at scales commonly desired for reservoir modelling. Some of this missing information is due to algorithmic limitations in inversion, but much is intrinsic to the seismic experiment and acquisitional constraints. Standard imaging workflows wisely confine their scope to imaging those subspaces or projections of the elastic-parameter space that is best informed by the data, such as band-limited reflectivity images. With some care in preserving amplitudes, the difficult business of trying to restore missing frequencies can then passed on to downstream "AVO" inversion workflows, with the benefit that most of the 3D aspect of the inversion problem has been removed. AVO inversions must necessarily supply this missing information from other regional data, such as rock-physics trends or extrapolated well-data. It is usually helpful to view this as supplying a prior model in a Bayesian inference problem. Virtually all standard extrapolation techniques (e.g. kriging) drift toward pooled averages far from wells, and behave as convex Bayesian stabilisers in the inversion machinery. These convex priors in the inverse AVO problem tend also to destroy middle frequencies, and thus produce rock-properties of a "hybrid" character (e.g. neither sand nor shale) far from reflection seismic events. A more interesting class of stabilisers are those based on l 1 norms of the rock-property gradients (TV regularisation), since these promote blocky/segmented restorations, but these are difficult to reconcile with facies models developed from log data. Considerable effort is usually expended in the classification and modelling of rock facies types from logs, but it does not appear possible to preserve this mixture character in formulating a convex stabilising structure for AVO inversion.
It is conceptually more satisfying to attempt joint inversions for rock types and properties. A Bayesian approach is natural, with a hierarchical prior model using conditional distributions for rock-properties dependent on co-located facies labels, and a suitable discrete spatial distribution for rock types. A suitable likelihood model quantifies the mismatch between imaged seismic data and synthetic models. "Deterministic" inversions can then be seen as point-estimates from this model, such as the full joint maximum aposteriori (MAP) model, or perhaps the MAP model of the facies marginal only. Such estimates constitute a mixed discrete/continuous optimisation problem, which is clearly very much more challenging than vanilla-flavour impedance inversion. An early obstacle in this approach is the choice of a manageable discrete facies distribution: few choices enable any headway to be made into the problem. At the price of some possible aliasing effects, we use models on a lattice, for which Markov random fields (MRFs) are the simplest choice. Estimates of uncertainty may also be attempted by sampling using, e.g. MCMC. Some closely related studies using MRFs with an emphasis on sampling are (Larsen et al., 2006) , (Ulvmoen and Omre, 2010) : the remarkably small sampling uncertainty shown in these papers is a significant incentive to finding good optimisation algorithms for the MAP problem.
Among the greatest challenges to success in this approach are two issues. (i) For a given model, the optimiser may easily be trapped in local minima of the discrete posterior with a poor starting guess, and (ii) parameter sensitivity and misspecification in the prior. Both are related to fundamental combinatorial optimisation problems. A brief discussion of efficient local optimisation approaches (contingent on "starting models") is in (Gunning et al., 2013) . In this paper, we focus on the global problem and strategies to manage the NP-hardness, both in the parameter specification, and the MAP estimation. Following the short theory section below, two examples illustrate aspects of the problem.
Theory
The model we study is essentially the same as (Gunning et al., 2013) 
y) ∼ L(y y y|m m m)P(m m m|F)P(F).
The seismic "data" y y y are angle-stacks of true-amplitude imaged seismic reflectivities. The facies-conditional prior distribution P(m m m|F) of elastic properties is modelled as a multi-Gaussian, with correlations developed from regional well-log analysis and loading trends embedded in the means. A product of distributions of form
, over lattice sites, constitutes the full facies-conditional rock-properties prior. The facies labels require a discrete prior spatial distribution P(F); here, we use an MRF set on a 3D stratigraphic grid, with pairwise neighbours denoted
these parameters are strongly coupled. Though low-order MRFs of this kind are not capable of inducing complex geological patterns, they do enable control of marginal abundances and local continuity, but the relation between pseudo-proportions and marginal proportions at lattice sites is not trivial. For inversions at seismic scale, much of the large-scale structure is controlled by the data. 
This is a tricky mixed nonconvex optimisation problem. Only local minima are really tractable for nonlinear reflectivity models in f f f (m m m) (Zoeppritz, etc), so good initial guess of the likely labelling are needed. If the forward model is linearised as per the Fatti approximation f f f (m m m) = Xm m m (in logarithmic variables), with X a multi-stack block-matrix representing the product of vertical differentiation, Fatti AVO coefficients, and wavelet convolution, global solutions become more conceivable.
The central issue in the inversion is the non-convexity of the posterior: differences of the rock-property covariance matrices between facies is, comparatively, a second-order issue. An attractive approximation is using a common covariance matrix C p across facies (typically a weighted average). The elastic parameters can be removed analytically, and what remain can be cast as a large-scale constrained binary quadratic optimisation problem for Fs (in "indicator form"), of form
It is thus apparent that the two challenges described in the abstract both amount to standard NP-hard problems:
• Prior elicitation. Regional well data or depositional modelling provide estimates of marginal facies proportions (i.e. P(F i ) , either in volume or profile form. For the MRF, it is usually adequate to set the β parameters close to the phase-transition of the MRF, as this induces the necessary long-range correlations. The remaining problem of estimating pseudo-proportion parameters e F i so as to produce the required marginal proportions -is equivalent to the "magnetisation" problem in statistical physics. For sparse graphs, loopy-belief propagation (LBBP) (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008) produces excellent approximations for the marginal distributions of MRFs. Using this as a forward engine, the inverse problem of estimating pseudo-proportions e F i can be solved as a least-squares problem with extra assumptions of local stationarity. Even for sharply varying supplied proportions curves, this approximation is remarkably accurate.
• Posterior facies inference. Binary quadratic programming is one of the canonical NP-hard problems. The problem above has semi-dense Q matrix originating in the deconvolution operator, so LBBP as a relaxation does not work so well. An even more challenging version of the problem, where low-frequency kinematic traveltime data is concatenated with f f f (m m m) as an extra constraint, results in a dense, non-submodular vertical coupling in Q.
State-of-the-art hueristics for this problem are usually some kind of annealing, genetic, or tabu scheme, inevitably with some complex implementation details. Our "reference" hueristic is a highly tailored parallel annealing. Like all heuristics for NP problems, it comes with no "guarantees". Guarantees can only come from branching optimisers with intractable run times unless very tight lower bounds can be found by relaxations. Linear relaxations of these problems have long been known to produce frustratingly poor lower bounds for the optimum. Newer semidefinite programming (SDP) lifting schemes for BQP problems (Rendl, 2010) have provided remarkably good bounds for canonical problems like maxcut: integrality gaps of 5% are widely reported. These methods work in the convex space of positive-definite matrices X "lifted" from ( 1 F )( 1 F T ) with objectiveF = argmax Tr(−QX ) subject to X 0, and general linear constraints on elements of X . Lifting squares the dimensionality, so it is necessary to do such inversions using moving templates. Fig. 1 shows a parameter-sweep study of the success rate of facies-recovery from a single trace in a simple binary shale/sand system, with added seismic noise of realistic spectrum. The parameters are prior marginal shale proportion and coupling β (z) . The relatively small window of successful recoveries under high noise emphasises the importance of setting the prior and its associated pseudo-proportions sensibly. For the same field, Fig. 3 shows the effects of dense coupling from additional kinematic constraints. The time-depth volume is distorted here for illustrative purposes, with faster velocities on the right. The effect here is to promote the brine-reservoir facies on the right in order to match seismic amplitudes against the increasingly speedy shale.
Examples

Conclusions
Combinatorial optimisation lies at the heart of successful inversion for rock categories in AVO inversion. Even with simple MRF models, generating a correct prior is challenging. We have shown successful heuristics for these diverse NP-hard problems embrace belief propagation, semidefinite relaxations, and carefully tailored annealing. It can be safely anticipated that any other formulation of joint facies/elastic inversion will harbour the same difficult nonconvexity, but our expression yields the greatest opportunities for currently understood methods. 
